THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

47TH ANNUAL
SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
POW WOW
SAT. APRIL 13, 2019
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

WE ARE GRATEFUL TO BE ON
KUMEYAAY LANDS

SCHEDULE
BIRD SINGING: 10 AM
GOURD DANCING: 11 AM
GRAND ENTRY: NOON

HOST DRUM
NORTHERN DRUM: KALIFORNIA RAMBLERS
SOUTHERN DRUM: RED WARRIOR

HEAD STAFF
MASTER OF CEREMONIES: RANDY EDMONDS
ARENA DIRECTOR: RICHARD DeCRANE • HEAD WOMAN: KATIANNA WARREN
HEAD MAN: SAM BEAR PAW • HEAD GIRL: AISLYNN ARNOLD
HEAD BOY: JL ARNOLD • COLOR GUARD: AMERICAN INDIAN VETERANS ASSOCIATION
HEAD GOURD DANCER: IVAN SAM

LOCATION
SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
ENS FIELD
5500 CAMPANILE DR,
SAN DIEGO, CA 92182

CONTACT US
CHRIS MEDELLIN
EYSCHOLARS@SDSU.EDU
(619)-594-8363
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